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ABSTRACT: In this paper, a review on coplanar waveguide (CPW) fed compact size wideband (WB) microstrip
antenna designing techniques for wider band width applications are proposed. The proposed work introduces a
methodology that minimizes the monopole antenna by use of various techniques over the conventional monopole patch
antenna to reduce the size of the antenna. The ground was vertically extended towards both sides of the single radiator
is proposed. Therefore, the large space around the antenna that is usually wasted can be effectively saved. The
prototype with overall good impedance matching, constant gain, stable radiation pattern, and constant group delay over
a bandwidth of 500 MHz..
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I.INTRODUCTION
An Wideband is a technology for transmitting information spread over a large bandwidth greater than 500 MHz; this
should be able to share spectrums with other users. Regulatory body by the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) in the US intend to provide an efficient use of radio bandwidth while enabling high-data-rate for personal area
network (PAN) connectivity; low-data-rate applications; and radar and imaging systems. For example, orthogonal
frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM)—can access the WB spectrum by the rules. The rate of Pulse repetition may
be either low or very high. Pulse-based WB radars and imaging systems tend to use very low repetition rates. (FCC)
allocated the spectrum from 3.1 to 10.6 GHz for unlicensed WB measurements and communication applications with
EIRP less than 41.3 dbm/Mhz. The microstrip WB antennas have much advantages like simple structure, high data
rate, easy integration with monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMICs), and easy in fabrication. Thus, the UWB
antenna has become the most effective solution for future short-range high data rate of wireless communication
applications, UWB for short-range (10 m), peer-to- peer ultra- fast communications, and many more application.
Various shapes of monopole antennas, such as a beveled rectangular patch and a circular printed monopole with steps ,
and various shapes of slot antennas, such as inverted cone slot and tapered slot with tuning patch have been designed
for a compact WB antenna. In this paper, a novel coplanar waveguide (CPW) fed compact WB microstrip antenna is
proposed. The antenna is mainly composed of a radiation patch with good radiation performance range of 3.1 to 10.6
GHz. The antenna proposes a method to minimize the monopole antenna by loading of rotated L-strip over the
conventional radiator patch antenna to reduce the size of the antenna. The ground was vertically extended toward both
sides of the radiator. Thus, the large space around the radiator that is usually wasted can be effectively saved.
II. WB ANTENNA DESIGNING TECHNIQUES
WB antennas design is preferred due to its applications in portable electronics and mobile communications. The
conventional WB antenna is not suited well for normal requirements. For different needs such as size, gain and
radiation patterns, many design approach of antennas have been proposed.
Here are some popular categories in WB antenna. For example
1. Slotted type WB Antennas
2. Biconical, Bowtie and Monopole Antennas
3. Fractal WB Antennas
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4. Tapered Slot WB Antennas
Slotted typed WB Antennas: Slotted antennas are used in ultra-wideband (WB) systems due to the attractive
advantages such as low profile, lighter weight, fabrication ease and wide frequency bandwidth. The antenna consists of
the ground-plane with rectangular slot and microstip feeding line with a fork-shaped tuning stub. It is measuring
bandwidth covers the WB band of 2.5 GHz to 11.3 GHz i.e 127 % fractional bandwidth of S11 < -10dB. Its bandwidth
is improved by using a tuning pad, madeup of copper. The improved antenna covers from 2.3 GHz to 12 GHz and uses
a tapered monopole like slot instead of the rectangular one to decrease the low resonant frequency. Wen-Fan Chen et al.
introduced new shape WB antenna, keyhole shaped slot antenna, consisted of an circular-pie slot, rectangular stub slot
and microstip feed line WB Slot Antenna

Figure 1. Bow type WB Antenna
Bowtie, Monopole Biconical Antennas: Many planar monopole WB antennas are introduced. Further bowtie antenna
with round corners and ultra wideband dipoles has a wideband property. The optimized design of antenna has an
impedance bandwidth and consistent radiation parameters over a range of frequency range with excellent polarization.
And the example of the antennas in fig WB bowtie antenna (Kwon et al.; Nakasuwan et al.. Their bandwidth achieves
more than the 3~10.6 GHz needed for WB communication systems.

Figure 2. Monopole Slot Antenna
Fractal WB Antennas:- Fractical antennas are significant because they are of small size, low weight and thin shape for
portable devices that have a trivial limitation in space, but also wide bandwidth and wider radiation patterns. So the
fractal technology is applied in realizing the WB characteristic with its similarity and space filling properties. Two
fractal antennas for WB applications as shown in fig. The design used a circular patch along with triangular slot, which
is called a crown circular microstrip fractal antenna

Figure 3. Fractal Antenna
Tapere Slotted WB Antennas: Tapere slotted antennas (TSA) belongs to the general class of endfire traveling-wave
(TWA) antennas. It has advantages of low profile, light weight, easy fabrication, suitability for conformal installation
and the compatibility with microwave integrated circuits (MIC). In addition to it, TSA has multi frequency bandwidth
with high gain and symmetrical E- and H- plane beam-pattern.
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Figure 4. Tappered Slotted WB Antenna.

III. DESIGN TECHNIQUES ON FEEDING STYLE
The main challenge in designing a WB antenna is to cover larger bandwidth because the matching and energy
transmission is required to be verified for the entire bandwidth. However, the traditional trade-offs such as size efficiency and size - bandwidth still influences the characteristics and performance parameters of antennas. Some of the
techniques discussed are following:
Microsrip line feed technique:
A. Compact design for microstrip WB antenna has been designed by variation in transmission line modal analysis. By
this rectangular patch antenna parameters is calculated. It can support larger bandwidth excited by a time domain pulse
to ensure better transmission and reception of WB signal. For providing further enhancement of the antenna
performance in terms of impedance matching in bandwidth range stepped-matching technique is applied on the
antenna.
B. It has impedance bandwidth of 1.78GHz to 11.13GHz. The parameters such as slot size, its positioning and
dimension, feed width and shape of the width has been also investigated to obtain significant S11 value. The antenna
with FR4 substrate with that of the thickness of 1.6 mm and dielectric constant 4.4, low return loss is obtained by
placing slot near near the feed-line. WB characteristic range 1.78GHz to 11.13GHz is obtained by further optimizing
antenna parameters.
C.WB antenna: Two slots are inserted in both sides of the feed-line on the ground plane. In order to generate bandnotch characteristics H- shaped back-plane is used with varying the frequency components. The antenna operates on
the frequency range of (3.1 and 14) GHz with band rejection in the frequency band of 5.1 to 5.9 GHz. In order to
achieve wider bandwidth with small size compact two parasitic elements have been introduced. For wider band
impedance matching is carried out by coupling between the main patch and parasitic patches have been realized by
either vertical or horizontal gaps. The proposed antenna is designed taking a small ground plane for the application of
compact transceivers. Comparing with conventional patch antennas slight better gains of 6.4dB and 5.2 dB at each
resonant frequency is obtained.
Proximity coupled feeding technique: A single-layer microstrip antenna is one of the baisc examples for proximity
coupled fed microstrip antenna in which arrays of rectangular microstrip patches were arranged in the log periodic way
and proximity-coupled to the micro-strip feeding line. A large scale factor of 1.1 was first reported and proved highly
effective to reduce the number of microstrip patches in the WB log-periodic arrays. The impedance bandwidth
(measured VSWR< 2.5) of an example antenna is from 2.26–6.85 GHz with a ratio of near about 3.03:1. Very lowprofile and low fabrication cost, suitable for various broadband applications.
Aperture coupled feeding technique: An aperture coupled fed micro -strip patch antenna has been examined along
with a rectangular patch on top of two slots above the ground plane. There is a feed-line of having impedance 50
divided into two 100 feed line below the ground plane by microstrip power divider.
IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
A Software Simulater HFSS was used to measure the values of electrical performance of the proposed antenna. The
parameters such as impedance bandwidth, Voltage standing wave ratio, and gain. Here reviewed the measured and
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simulated VSWR curves of the patch i.e. inverted L - strip WB antenna. The small difference in simulated results on
different software environment is due to the approach of their attributes.
Group delay is also an important parameter in the design aspect of the WB antenna since it provides the distortion of
the transmitted pulses in ultra wideband communication. To get a reliable pulse transmission, group delay should be
almost constant in the WB band. As it can be observed, the variation in the group delay for the proposed antenna
remains almost constant (near about 1 ns) for the entire WB band. This confirms the suitability of the proposed antenna
for very wider band of communication. We found that the antenna has satisfactory omnidirectional radiation patterns at
all frequencies in the E plane and H plane respectively. This pattern is suitable for application in most of the wireless
communication equipment, as was expected.
V. CONCLUSION
A novel CPW fed compact WB microstrip antenna is design and proposed. The results of the simulated antenna show
stable radiation patterns for the whole of the ultra wide band and for extra bands as well. Also significantly almost
constant group delay is achievement in this design. The good impedance matching characteristic, constant gain, and an
omnidirectional radiation patterns over the entire operating bandwidth range which make this technique antenna a good
choice for WB applications.
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